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Petracarbon (Thailand) Co., Ltd 
is a hi-tech company with their 
primary goal to promote 
advanced repair & 
maintenance techniologies for 
oil & gas, chemical, 
petrochemical, oil refining 
industries in Thailand and in 
neighbouring countries. 

Beside the usual services, we 
are also an approved training 
provider from ECITB 
(Engineering Construction 
Industry Training Board) for 
delivering the Mechanical Joint 
Integrity (MJI) training courses, 
that is in line with industry 
standards and practices. 

This ECITB MJI course which 
focus on skills in perfoming 
various techniques using range 
of bolting tools, which enable 
delegates to learn isolation, 
dismantling, alignment and 
tightening techniques on 
various type of flanges, as well 
as inspection of components as 
per industry requirements.  

• MJI10: Hand Torque Bolted 

Connection 

• MJI18: Hydraulically 

Tensioned Bolted 

Connections 

• MJI19: Hydraulically Torqued 

Bolted Connection 

Contact us: 

enq_th@petracarbon.co.th 

 

ASTM FASTENER STANDARDS 

The American Society for Testing and 
Materials (ASTM) is an international 
standards organization that develops and 
publishes voluntary consensus technical 
standards for a wide range of materials, 
products, systems and services. 

For ASTM's fastener standards, it is 
instrumental in specifying, testing, and 
evaluating the material, dimensional, 
mechanical, and metallurgical properties 
of the various forms of hardware 
fasteners. 

These fasteners are used to mechanically 
join or affix other hardware objects 
together and come in many forms which 
include rivets, nuts, bolts, studs, screws, 
washers, eyebolts, nails, and threaded 
fasteners.  

These fastener standards allow hardware 
product manufacturers, as well as the 
end-users of such products, to examine 
and assess fasteners to ensure their 
strength and quality towards safe 
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The ASTM’s fasteners standards are reviewed 
each year and the status updated, even if 
there are no changes made to the standards.  
Generally, the most commonly used ASTM 
fasteners grades include austenitic stainless 
steel grades like 904L, 18-8, 200 series (like 
201, 202, 205 & 216) or 300 series (like 301, 
302, 303, 304, 305, 308, 310, 312, 314, 316, 
etc). 

The ASTM’s fasteners standards designation 
system for metals consists of a letter 
followed by an arbitrary but sequentially 
assigned number.  For instance, the letter A 
has been assigned for ferrous materials.  
These designations are often applied to 
specific products, i.e. – the specification 
standard A548 is applied to a cold headed 
quality carbon steel wire for tapping as well 
as sheet metal screws. 

In this article, I will only present 3 
specifications.  Namely; ASTM 193, (bolt) 
ASTM A194 (nut) and ASTM F436 (washer).  
Others specifications will be made available 
in future technical bulletin. 
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ASTM A193 

Originally approved in 1936, this specification is heavily utilized in petroleum and chemical construction applications.  The 
ASTM standard covers alloy steel and stainless steel bolting materials for high temperature or high-pressure service.  This 
specification includes fasteners intended for use in pressure vessels, valves, flanges, and fittings.  Although, this material is 
often available in national coarse (UNC) thread pitches, if being used in traditional applications, threads are specified 8 
threads per inch (tpi) for diameters above one inch. 

Below is a basic summary of a few of the common grades.  ASTM A193 covers a number of other standard specifications not 
covered in this description including B5, B6, and B16. 

A193 Grades 

A193 Mechanical Properties 

https://www.portlandbolt.com/technical/faqs/astm-a193-b7-thread-pitch-explained/


 

 

  

A193 Chemical Properties 

A193 Recommended Hardware 



 

 

  

A194 Mechanical Properties 

ASTM A194 

The ASTM A194 specification covers carbon, alloy, and stainless steel nuts intended for use in high-pressure and/or high-
temperature service.  Unless otherwise specified, the American National Standard Heavy Hex Series (ANSI B 18.2.2) shall be 
used.  Nuts up to and including 1-inch nominal size shall be UNC Series Class 2B fit.  Nuts over 1-inch nominal size shall be 
either UNC Series Class 2B fit or 8 UN Series Class 2B fit.  High strength ASTM A194 grade 2H nuts are common in the 
marketplace and are often substituted for ASTM A563 grade DH nuts due to the limited availability of DH nuts in certain 
diameters and finishes. 

A194 Grades 

Note 

1. The markings shown for all 
grades of A194 nuts are for 
cold formed and hot forged 
nuts.  When nuts are 
machined from bar stock, 
the nut must additionally 
be marked with the letter 
'B'. The letters H and M 
indicate heat treated nuts. 

2. Properties shown are those 
of coarse and 8-pitch 
thread heavy hex nuts. 

3. Hardness numbers are 
Brinell Hardness. 

4. Nuts that are carbide-
solution treated require 
additional letter A - 8A or 
8MA. 

5. All nuts shall bear the 
manufacturer’s 
identification mark.  Nuts 
shall be legibly marked on 
one face to indicate the 
grade and process of the 
manufacturer.  Marking of 
wrench flats or bearing 
surfaces is not permitted 
unless agreed upon 
between manufacturer and 
purchaser. 

6. Other less common grades 
exist, but are not listed 
here. 

https://www.portlandbolt.com/technical/specifications/astm-a563/


 

  

ASTM F436 

ASTM F436 covers the chemical and mechanical requirements for 
hardened washers in diameters ranging from 1/4″ to 4″ inclusive.  These 
heat treated washers are for general purpose and structural use and are 
suitable for use with A325 and A490 structural bolts.  Additionally, they 
are used with bolts per A449, A354, A193, A320, F1554 and whenever 
specified. 

A194 Chemical Properties 

F436 Types 

F436 Styles 

F436 Mechanical Properties 

F436 Chemical Requirements 

https://www.portlandbolt.com/technical/specifications/astm-a325/
https://www.portlandbolt.com/technical/specifications/astm-a490/
https://www.portlandbolt.com/technical/specifications/astm-a449/
https://www.portlandbolt.com/technical/specifications/astm-a354/
https://www.portlandbolt.com/technical/specifications/astm-a193/
https://www.portlandbolt.com/technical/specifications/astm-a320/
https://www.portlandbolt.com/technical/specifications/astm-f1554/


 

  
Bolt Torque Chart for A193 B7.  Also applicable to A193 B16.   (Not applicable for A193 B8 and B8M for all classes) 



 

Remarks 

1  Proofload is the published number that full size headed bolts are tested to.  The bolt is stressed up to the proofload 
value, and if there is no deformation, elongation, or fracture, then the bolt is deemed to have passed.  For bolting 
specifications that do not have a published proofload, it is usually calculated at 92% of minimum yield strength. 

2  Clampload is calculated at 75% of proofload.  This is done to allow a safety buffer so that the bolt does not get too close 
to the proofload value.  If you exceed the proofload value when tensioning the bolt, you run the risk of bolt failure.  
Clampload is only a estimated number, there maybe situations where the engineer calls for the bolts to be tensioned to 
a different value. 

Notes: 
 
• Values calculated using industry accepted formula T = KDP where T = Torque, K = torque coefficient (dimensionless), D 

= nominal diameter (inches), P = bolt clamp load, lb. 
• K values: waxed (e.g. pressure wax as supplied on high strength nuts) = 0.10, hot dip galvanized = 0.25, and plain non-

plated bolts (as received) = 0.20. 
• Torque has been converted into ft/lbs by dividing the result of the formula by 12. 
• All calculations are for Coarse Thread Series (UNC). 
• Clamp loads are based on 75% of the minimum proof loads for each grade and size. 

 


